Monday 22nd June
Good Morning Class 5!
Welcome to Sport Week! I hope you enjoy taking part in the daily activities – please do
send in your photos to the HelpDesk or post on our Classroom. We are planning another fun
Learners of the Week LIVE with a sporting theme. We really enjoyed the Bake-Off special
on Friday – well done to everyone who entered.
Every Day Counts
Number 22 – slides on Classroom – back to even numbers
Spelling
The dictation for last week’s words is on Classroom – ask somebody at home to test you.
Then look at the slides for your new spellings.
Maths No Problem – Chapter 13 Lesson 1
We are beginning a new chapter this week on volume. This will probably be something
you’ve not done before as it is introduced in the Year 5 curriculum, but I think you will get
the hang of it. It would be really useful if you had some small cubes to use (like the little blue
ones we have in class) – as long as they are all the same size it will work, e.g. Lego cubes.
English
Another week on our Talk4Writing booklet, building up to you writing your own story on
Thursday/Friday. You may have gone ahead, but today I am suggesting you do pages 1619, in which you analyse the opening and write some ‘sentences of three’.
Reading
The next chapter of ‘Evie & the Animals’ is ready! I’ve finally had a haircut!
Coast to Coast
We are learning about another world coastline this week. Have a look at the assignment –
this week our focus is the Gold Coast of Australia. Like last week, there are some slides to
look through, as well as a link to an amazing time lapse with a video to watch. Then have
a go at the quiz which I have again set using Google Forms (all of the answers to the quiz
are in the slides).

Have a great day!
Mr Croutear

